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Editor’s Note
Dear Members
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n this issue, we feature Dato’ Rosman Mohamed, Chief Executive Officer of Bank Rakyat,
who has been leading his team to spear head new banking solutions for civil servants. In his
interview he talks about how the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted the Malaysian economy
and how Bank Rakyat has responded to minimize the impact, recover, and adjust to the ‘new
norm’ of practices.
In the A Moment with MFPC President column, Vincent Kwo talks about the significance of
consumers engaging with qualified insurance agents licensed by Bank Negara Malaysia. Vincent
Kwo also talks about the insurance protection and mortality gaps in Malaysia. In addition,
he highlights the impact of Covid-19 on the Malaysian economy and how the Council has
undertaken various measures to mitigate the impact of the pandemic.
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Exclusive Interview

The Future of Bank Rakyat
Post-COVID-19 Recession

I

s a global recession imminent? How can Bank Rakyat
prepare to weather the inevitable economy slowdown?

business continuity and ability to comply with regulatory
requirements set by Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM).

Well, it is clear that the COVID-19 pandemic will have a
devastating impact on the Malaysian economy, more so,
the global economy. While it is uncertain as to when the
pandemic will end, experts foresee this impact will last for
months or even years to come. Nevertheless, the effects
and aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic will be felt for
a long while, even after the Recovery Movement Control
Order (RMCO) period ends. But time is of the essence, and
businesses should not take the sit and wait approach. As Sir
Winston Churchill once said, “He who fails to plan is planning
to fail.”

At Bank Rakyat, we believe that communication is of the
utmost importance especially during a business disruption
or a crisis. Therefore, the Bank Rakyat Board of Directors,
management team and employees will ensure that we are
kept informed of the impact and latest developments of the
COVID-19 crisis on our business. The Board and management
will also continuously assess the threats and risks on the
Islamic co-operative bank. This includes considering the
impact of the MCO on our employees, customers, members
and shareholders. We will also ensure that appropriate
communication strategy, business continuity plans and
disaster recovery plans for all critical business functions are
in place to address any possible disruptions.

Therefore, it is important that Bank Rakyat responds
quickly and appropriately to minimize impact, recover,
and emerge stronger as we strive for success. Thanks to
the implementation of the RMCO which forced adjustment
to the ‘new norm’, Bank Rakyat will need to adapt its
‘business as usual’ practices. It is imperative for the Bank
to take appropriate measures and actions to ensure its

Meanwhile, COVID-19 has pushed many into
experiencing and living in a digital economy on a fast
track. Patterns of consumer behaviour have changed
during almost two months of MCO, with social distancing
rules driving up demand for digital banking services across

Another year, another milestone. Bank Rakyat makes its mark in
the Malaysia Book of Records for the Largest School Participation
in an Entrepreneurship initiative by gathering 24,657 school
students for their Nuri Teenpreneurship programme in 2019.
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Dato’ Rosman with the Acting Chairman of Bank Rakyat, Tuan Haji Abd Rani Lebai Jaafar
handing over a mock cheque for zakat contribution from Bank Rakyat to the Sultan of Selangor,
Sultan Sharafuddin Idris Shah Alhaj Ibni Almarhum Sultan Salahuddin Abdul Aziz Shah Alhaj.

the country. Such developments have included facilitating
increased use of online banking, mobile bank transactions
and e-wallets for contactless payments.
In the post-COVID-19 “contactless” economy, digital wallets,
digital shops and many other activities help people to
maintain their living standards and lifestyles while adjusting
to the new normal.
Through our soon-to-be-launched Core Banking System
(CoBRa), we will ensure that we are appropriately equipped to
manage any cybersecurity risks that may arise as more people
go cashless as well as the result of employees working from
various locations, including from their homes. In particular,
the CoBRa initiative will also protect customer assets such
as sensitive data. The whole idea of going big in our digital
services is to stay relevant and competitive in the banking
industry. Therefore, we need to continually invest in creative
skills and help creative workers promote their work. While
digitalization will be our main focus in the coming years, we
have no plans to shutter any of our 147 branches nationwide,
even as we target to transform about 30 of our branches into
digital outlets.

6

Bank Rakyat is keen to make the shift as we expand
investment plans on technology solutions to offer a greater

selection of digital banking services, especially to younger
customers. If you look at Bank Rakyat, we don’t have mobile
apps like the rest of the banks in the country do. However, we
hope that there is no such thing as “too late” when it comes to
going digital. We also hope that CoBRa will be able to match
the services offered by other financial institutions.
Most importantly, our financial services and financing
products will now be accessible via a few taps and clicks
instead of the old wait-in-line-for-your-turn fashion, which is
highly inconvenient, especially post-COVID-19.
Bear in mind, digitalization and customer experience
should come in handy because our customers will be the
millennials who show no penchant for visiting a physical
bank. The app will change the dynamics of the Islamic cooperative bank’s operation as it allows customers to make
multiple transactions from a single platform, manage debts,
structure financial plans and track spends. So, this is one thing
that we are working on.
As an agency under the Ministry of Entrepreneur
Development and Cooperatives (MEDAC), Bank Rakyat will
also continue to focus on assisting cooperatives, small and
medium enterprises (SMEs) as well as micro businesses, while
not neglecting our core retail business which includes
MFPC / Vol. 2 / 2020
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Dato’ Rosman mingles with participants after the launching of
‘Professional Training and Education for Growing Entrepreneurs’
(Protégé) which was designed to continue the bank’s long standing
commitment towards growing the Malaysian talent pool.

Personal Financing-i, Auto Financing-i, Home Financing-i
and Pawn Broking-i Ar-Rahnu. Aside from expanding our
financing portfolio, we are also endeavouring to ramp
up our current account savings account (CASA) deposits.

confidence and optimism that the Bank’s management
and more than 5,700 employees will continue to deliver
superior performance and maintain the Bank’s strong
financial performance and prospects.

While we may not be able to avoid a post-COVID-19
recession, we can certainly prepare for it. And with a bit
of luck, we can hopefully come out stronger than ever
before. And while we expect the economic conditions in
the markets to remain challenging, we have the utmost

Additionally, our strong financial performance and
firm commitment to ethical leadership and corporate
behaviour will remain the cornerstone of our culture
and purpose. Markets and the economy are constantly
in motion. And we must pivot to stay in the game. So, for

The Bank strives to
fulfil its mandate
in providing
opportunities to the
community through
the provision of Islamic
social tools such as
waqf and zakat. Dato’
Rosman handing over
zakat contribution
to Tuan Haji Ahmad
Shukri Yusoff, CEO of
Pusat Pungutan ZakatMajlis Agama Islam
Wilayah Persekutuan
(right) and witnessed
by YB Senator Datuk Dr.
Haji Zulkifli Mohamad
Al-Bakri, Minister in
the Prime Minister’s
Department (Religious
Affairs) (centre).
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Dato’ Rosman (most left) along with Minister of MEDAC, YB Dato Sri Dr Haji Wan Junaidi Tuanku Jaafar (second from
left) during this year’s dividend announcement.

the future, we will focus on delivering an important pivot:
that of creating a more valuable Bank Rakyat for the benefit
of all.
Bank Rakyat has been delivering a consistent average
annual operating profit of RM1.6 billion over the last five
years and has been gearing its products and services to give
back to the community and the Bank’s customers, showing
our commitment to the communities we serve. We will

continue to innovate our strategies and explore new ways to
connect with customers and members by having a culture
of ‘Boxless Thinking’. Given the Covid-19 situation, it is
going to be tough to maintain a similar level of profitability.
Nevertheless, we will continue to thrive and deliver a great
profitability number in 2020, Insha-Allah

Dato’ Rosman Mohamed
Chief Executive Officer

Bank Rakyat and its ministry, MEDAC were active in assisting frontliners during the COVID-19 pandemic period.
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A Moment with MFPC President
Vincent Kwo Shih Kang

Dear Members

A

s we together weather the Covid-19 impact, the
pandemic has also impacted global markets. It is an
unprecedented event and many have been taken by
complete surprise at the way things have been taking place.
Even in these trying times, MFPC has been blessed with
another recognition from the Global Islamic Finance Awards,
having received the Best Islamic Wealth Management
Qualification 2020 Award. We are proud that MFPC has been
receiving awards from this prestigious body since 2015. The
MFPC Shariah RFP programme that garnered us the award
is a professional programme for practitioners to equip
themselves with Takaful and Islamic Financial Planning
principles and knowledge. With the Covid-19 lockdown, we
have been conducting the programme online through our
Learning Management System (LMS) so that it continues to
be accessible.
Speaking of LMS, MFPC launched the digital learning
environment in April 2020 in order to expose our students
to a new way of learning. This LMS also will equip our
students with computer literacy, online learning skills and
financial literacy even though physical classes are not being
held during the pandemic. MFPC will continue to use the
e-learning platform even after the pandemic has died down
as traditional classroom learning will be complemented
with new learning modalities - from live broadcasts to
‘educational influencers’ to virtual reality experiences. This
type of learning could become integrated into daily routines.
It is the way forward.
As we are in the middle of a pandemic, we can observe
that a lot of people are considering life and health insurance
coverage. Whether you have bought or are buying life
insurance as a form of financial protection, I am sure that
most of your purchase decisions were undertaken upon
the advice of professional insurance agents or financial
advisers. This pandemic has underscored the importance
of insurance policies in times of uncertainty, especially for
those who have yet to purchase an insurance. The advice
provided by agents and financial advisers will have good
implications for individuals’ long-term financial well-being.
It is vital for consumers to only engage with qualified
agents and financial advisers as the Council has recently
seen a rise in opinions published on mainstream media,
which showcase personal opinions that are not based on
professional advice by qualified individuals. In the Council’s
view, these are misleading. As such, we have undertaken to
put out various advisory messages so that consumers will
be able to seek professional advice from qualified agents
and financial advisers to ensure their financial well-being is
protected.
According to Swiss Re’s latest study, Asia Mortality Protection
Gap, the mortality protection gap in the Asia Pacific region
reached USD 83 trillion in 2019 and is expected to rise by an
average of 4% per year until 2030. The gap is almost eight
times their average
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annual household income. The total mortality protection gap
in Malaysia is at USD 0.7 trillion. This means that the difference
between the amounts of life insurance people carry and the
amount they need based on age and current income levels
is wide and this is alarming. One of the ways to close the
gap as suggested by the study is to enhance product clarity
and transparency. This is where qualified insurance agents
and financial advisers play their role to advise their clients
on the value proposition of the potential products that they
could purchase after a proper evaluation of clients’ needs. It
is the role of agents and qualified financial advisers to guide
consumers on understanding what they are purchasing.
Our flagship programme My Money & Me will take a
different route and will be held virtually this year. As it may
not be possible to have physical sessions in 2020, the Council
is in the final preparation stages of rolling out a mechanism
through an e-learning platform with Google, Microsoft and
Amazon Web Services as our technology partners. Through
this platform, we will hold 6 sessions that were intended to
have been held physically. This new format offers several
opportunities in terms of reaching wider audiences and also
reducing the carbon footprint left by travel. The sessions may
lack the intimacy of a physical gathering, but it will still be

MFPC / Vol. 2 / 2020

possible for attendees to connect with each other.
In early August, we held the 7th MFPC Conference on Islamic
Wealth Management & Financial Planning. The theme for this
year was ‘Driving Sustainable & Responsible Investment’ and
focused on the upward trend of Socially Responsible Investment
(SRI). This conference provided a platform to promote Islamic
Wealth Management and Financial Planning for the community
to have a better understanding of the current market situation,
particularly with regard to Shariah-compliant investments. We are
thankful that close to 500 registered participants supported this
virtual conference, as compared to the previous year’s 250 at the
physical conference. This will certainly motivate us to continue
and improve our e-learning education platform to benefit our
members and the public at large.
We are also grateful that Securities Commission Malaysia
(SC) has invited us to participate in financial planning industry
working groups to deliberate on professional code of ethics, best
practices and diversification of products and services for financial
planners. We anticipate an industry action plan will be put in place
to further develop financial planning as a profession in Malaysia.
Until the next issue, stay safe and healthy!
Thank you.
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Understanding the Shari’ah Concepts
Applied in Islamic Deposits

T

he Islamic banking industry was established in
Malaysia in 1983 with the incorporation of the first
Islamic bank, Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad. After 10
years, Bank Negara Malaysia introduced the Interest-Free
Banking System, with the objective to enhance the growth
of the Islamic banking industry by increasing the number
of players, products and channels of distribution. This
witnessed the flourishing of the Islamic banking industry
with almost all the banks starting to offer Islamic banking
products via a window.
The second full-fledged Islamic bank – Bank Muamalat
Malaysia Berhad (BMMB) - emerged in 1999 from the merger
of the Islamic windows of three local banks, namely Bank
Bumiputra Malaysia, Bank of Commerce (Malaysia) and
BBMB Kewangan. This was followed by the establishment
of Islamic subsidiaries of local banks and the incorporation
of branches of international Islamic banks. As of today,
there are 16 Islamic banks, out of which 11 banks are locally
owned banks.
According to the 2019 Bank Negara Malaysia Report, as at
end 2019, financing by Islamic banks accounted for 39.2% of
total banking sector financing and total funds placed with
Islamic banks now represent 38.0% of total banking sector
deposits. This is an increase from the previous year’s figure
of 37.7% and 36.6% respectively.
While the statistics are encouraging, the findings of
research done to assess the level of acceptance of Islamic
banking products are rather disappointing. Public awareness
and understanding of Islamic finance principles can still be
regarded as low, hence hampering the full growth potential
of the industry. Studies more than ten years ago suggested
that Malaysians’ understanding of Islamic banking was poor,
and even after a decade, other
researchers have surprisingly
found similar results.

loans given by depositors to the banks.
This results in the different treatment
by Islamic and conventional banks. For
conventional banks, they pay interest
on the deposits, be they saving deposits
or fixed deposits.

Zarinah Mohd Yusoff
PhD Candidate
(Islamic Banking
and Finance),
MBA (Islamic Banking
and Finance),
BAcct (Hons)
Shariah RFP, IFP, CFP

As deposits are a kind of loan to the
banks, Islamic banks cannot do the
same. Paying interest on deposits is
similar to paying profit on loans, which
is a kind of riba’ prohibited in Islam. The justification for the
prohibition of riba’ is injustice in the transaction whereby the
lender is deemed as taking profit off the borrower without
any countervalue (‘iwad). In Islam, profit can be taken if
one puts effort, assumes liability, or undertakes risk in the
transaction. As such, Islam prohibits the taking of profit on
loans because none of the above requirements exist in loan
transactions. Profit is allowed on other transactions such
as trading, leasing and business partnership. Thus, Islamic
banks are using these transactions in their business activities
that involve profit.
An Islamic saving deposit is structured using the contract
of Qard, which means repayment with guarantee. Qard
refers to a contract of lending money by the depositor to
the bank, where the bank is bound to repay an equivalent
amount to the depositor. The bank, as the borrower under
a qard contract, must not grant any return to the lender that
is conditional to the qard contract, in the form of cash, in
kind or benefit. However, the granting of hibah (gift, token
of appreciation) to the depositor, as the lender, that is solely
based on the borrower’s discretion is allowed.
This means Islamic banks cannot promise a profit on the

Hence, this article is written
to create awareness of the
difference between Islamic
banking products and their
conventional counterparts.
Of course, there are varieties
of products to be covered;
thus, to start with, let us
go through Islamic deposit
products.
Similar to conventional
deposits, the purposes of
Islamic deposits are for saving
and investment. From the
banks’ perspective, deposits
are the sources of financing
for their business. Therefore,
deposits are the liabilities of
the banks – they are the
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amount of deposits placed by their customers. However,
they are allowed to give hibah to the customers, at their
discretion. This rule is also applied to other types of gifts
which the banks usually give to their customers upon the
opening of saving accounts, e.g. saving box, umbrella,
etc. They are considered benefit in kind, which cannot
be promised upfront, but can be given based on the
discretion of the banks.
An Islamic Terms Deposit, which has similarity to a
conventional Fixed Deposit whereby the money has to
be deposited for a certain period, is structured based
on Commodity Murabahah. Commodity Murabahah
is a contract of sale and purchase of an asset whereby
the acquisition cost and the mark-up are disclosed to

the depositor. The profit is pre-determined and agreed
upfront and fixed through a Murabahah transaction
and payable on the maturity date, together with the
deposit amount. Before the placement of deposits, both
the depositor and the bank would agree on the deposit
rate for the placement amount and tenure of placement.
Upon the agreement of the deposit terms, the bank
would engage in a Commodity Murabahah Transaction,
both as the principal and as the agent of the depositor,
to reflect the acceptance of the deposit on the value
date and payment of the initial deposit plus profit on the
maturity date. The Commodity Murabahah transaction
will be executed each time the depositors place their
money with the bank. The diagram below illustrates how
Islamic Term Deposit works.

marked-up price.

Conclusion
Understanding Islamic banking products is crucial for customers and bankers alike as it will help them appreciate
the difference between these products and their conventional counterparts. As the contracting parties, this
will also help them in understanding their roles and responsibilities under the contract, hence avoiding possible
dispute in the future. This is also part of the financial literacy promoted by the Government, which is critical for
individuals in making informed decisions regarding their financial matters.
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FinTech Startups: The New Trend in
Investment Planning for Businesses

C

ovid-19 has affected day-to-day business operations
and posed many challenges to the global economy.
It has disrupted global trade, particularly import
and export activities and cash flow movements. Various
industries including the pharmaceutical, solar power,
tourism, information and electronics industries have been
badly affected. However, it has brought greater business
opportunities for Financial Technology.
The term ‘Financial Technology’ (or FinTech for short,
which is derived from a combination of the words ‘finance’
and ‘technology’) is a new technology to enhance the
delivery of financial services, especially for investment
planning in business. This assists firms, business owners and
consumers to effectively manage their financial processes
and operations using the latest technology.

domestic and international consumers
in many countries including Malaysia.
Effective investment will benefit the
national GDP, enhance the efficiency
of the business model and improve
communication to connect people.
FinTech and Investment Planning

Dr Leow Hon Wei
PhD (Applied Finance),
BBA (Hons), MBA
(Applied Finance
and Investment),
CLARITAS Investment
Certificate, RFP, CFP,
CRM, Shariah RFP &
ChIFP

New investment planning model for
business
It is difficult for the financial services
industry to penetrate the new market.
However, FinTech companies such as fast-moving companies
and startups have been finding a way to penetrate the
market. The businesses include innovative technology from
mobile payments to insurance.
How sharing economy benefits investment planning
The sharing economy is a new trend in investment as
information technology plays a vital role in matching surplus
units with deficit units. This will decentralise asset ownership
and replace the financial intermediary in the economy.
Boom of blockchain as the breakthrough for investment
planning
As industries commercialise the technology to financial
services, blockchain will accelerate the change from retail to
financial institutions such as banks and insurance companies
to become an operational infrastructure; this is suitable for
investment planning in business.

FinTech can be divided into a few categories of investment
such as cryptocurrency, blockchain technology, smart
contracts, open banking, insurtech, regtech, robo-advisors,
unbanked/underbanked, services and cybersecurity.
With the era of digitalisation, new investment in digital
banks has been spurred by growing demands from

16

Digital becomes primary in investment planning
To apply big data in investment planning will be the
new challenge today. The digital era helps to extend the
consumer experience and operational efficiency to big data
and analytics. Big data and analytics have been applied to
various financial services such as retail banking, payment
systems, insurance, and wealth management in the capital
market.
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Customer intelligence brings effective investment planning
Big data and analytics create greater opportunities in
investment planning for businesses to access information for
data collection. It is important to use analytics to evaluate
market information, to provide what customers really want,
and to project revenue and profit growth for business.

Source: PwC’s 18th Annual Global CEO Survey
Trend in robotics
There is an alliance between financial institutions and
technology companies in the use of robotics to address the
key elements such as costs reduction and risks mitigation.
This includes social and emotional intelligence, natural
language processing, logical reasoning, identification of
patterns and self-supervised learning, physical sensors,
mobility, navigation, and so on.
Future dominant infrastructure
With the shift towards high tech, the future dominant core
service infrastructures such as consumer payments, credit
scoring, and statements and billings will be emphasized.
Cyber-security risk as protection for investment planning
The impact from cyber-threats to financial institutions
include the use of third-party vendors; rapidly evolving,
sophisticated, and complex technologies; cross-border
data exchanges; increased use of mobile technologies
by consumers; and heightened cross-border information
security threats, among others.

MFPC / Vol. 2 / 2020

Users of Fintech
There are two main users of FinTech which create greater
efficiency in payment transaction for all types of investment
planning for business.
a)Investment planning for B2B (Business-to-Business)
The first type of user is B2B (Business-to-Business). The
traditional method of obtaining financing and loans are
mainly the banks. Before FinTech was introduced, this was
the practice for most business-to-business. However, with
the advent of FinTech, mobile technology has made it easier
for businesses to obtain financing and loans, and other
financial services. In addition, B2B services allow companies
to analyse financial data that helps to improve business
services.
b)Investment planning for B2C (Business-to-Client)
The second type of user is B2C (Business-to-Client). FinTech
has a lot of businesses related to clients, or B2C. For example,
PayPal, Venmo and Apple Pay provide the facility for
consumers to transfer money through the Internet or mobile
payment.
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Insurance…………. Now and Forever

I

t is normal for an individual to want relief from the
difficulties encountered in life. This represents the basic
human need to seek shelter or protection when affected
by unforeseen difficult circumstances. In financial planning,
this is normally associated with risk management. Risk
management is used to mitigate losses which might be
physically or financially detrimental to a person. Hence,
obtaining protection against exacerbating the problems
we face in our lives, whether the troubles are financial or
otherwise, is essential.

financial planners, e.g. Registered
Financial Planners (RFPs) who hold the
required financial advisory services
licence issued by BNM. Today,insurance
products and services which are offered
online have become well accepted by
by tech-savvy consumers of financial
products.

Anthony Ang
Sang Nang
MFPC National
Council Member
FAA Individual
Accreditation Assessor
FAA Programme
Accreditation Assessor
MBA, ACIS, RFP,
Shariah RFP, CFP,
HRDF Certified Trainer

Insurance products are recognised as among the effective
financial planning products available in the market to
safeguard against losses due to unforeseen circumstances.
Human life and assets are vulnerable when experiencing a
disaster or an accident. Insurance products can be divided
into two main categories, Life Insurance and General
Insurance. Simply, life insurance is applicable to human
life and general insurance is related to assets and business
operations.

Most Malaysians are familiar with
motor insurance and fire insurance. This
is due to the need for fire insurance for
the home they own and the mandatory
requirement to obtain motor insurance
for their vehicles. In addition, banks will require mortgage
insurance for those who borrow to buy homes. Another
type of insurance Malaysians will be familiar with is group
insurance provided by employers to provide basic term life,
personal accident and hospitalization and surgical benefits
coverage for their employees.

Insurance has been well established in the Malaysian
financial market under the supervision of Bank Negara
Malaysia (BNM). All insurance products must obtain
approval from BNM prior to introduction into the financial
market. Traditionally, insurance companies will have their
own registered insurance agents (who need to pass the
Pre-Contract Examination for Agents (PCE), and Certificate
Examination in Investment-Linked Life Insurance (CEILLI),
among others) responsible to promote the benefits and
features of their life and general insurance products. As
the global financial market has evolved and become more
sophisticated, insurance products and services in Malaysia
are now available through wealth management services
offered by the banking industry and also by independent

Due to increasing medical costs, many Malaysians now seek
to obtain health insurance products. Health insurance that
provides hospitalization and surgical benefits, in addition
to coverage for critical illnesses will provide comprehensive
protection against medical risks. Further, endowment and
whole life insurance can be leveraged to provide cash value
to meet education expenses or for a retirement fund in the
future. In addition, for those who wish to invest, investmentlinked products can be a good choice to provide investment
return in the long run together with protection. For
businesspeople, their businesses and operational activities
can be covered by general insurance products and services in
order to protect the interests of the insurable parties against
any unforeseen losses or business damages.
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As Malaysia seeks to become the region’s leader in
Islamic finance, the Malaysian government has taken
various initiatives to promote and strengthen the Islamic
financial market. Hence, for insurance in particular, besides
the conventional insurance products, Shariah-compliant
Takaful products have seen a bigger market, and become
increasingly popular with consumers of Muslim financial
products.
The financial literacy and capability of Malaysians
have also gradually improved due to the efforts of the
government in leading the financial industry to promote
financial planning and educate Malaysians on the
importance of financial planning and making them aware
of the availability of approved financial products and
services. The Malaysian Financial Planning Council (MFPC)
is one organisation working closely with its corporate
members from the banking and insurance industries to
organise public seminars, education and certification
programmes in collaboration with
universities and
accreditation agencies in Malaysia to ensure quality output
and up-to-date syllabus and information are disseminated
to all financial planners and industry practitioners.
Overall, fellow Malaysians are advised to follow the
rule of thumb when searching for insurance products
or services that meet their needs. First of all, they must
check the promoter for example an insurance agent, a
bank representative or a financial advisor is licensed and
holds the relevant qualifications. These professionals are
qualified and trained in providing advisory work within
the jurisdiction of the insurance company, banking sector
or financial planning sector. The information is available
online through the official websites of the respective
organizations.
Financial advisers apply the Six Steps of Risk Management
process, which is used as a guideline for the management
of a client’s personal risk exposure.
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The first step in setting risk management objectives is

to analyse and understand the potential risks exposure that
a person is worried about that will have a financial impact
on him or his family. At the same time, the financial adviser
determines how to manage possible losses at a reasonably
low price that is affordable to the client. The second step
is to gather information with regard to the loss exposures
at each stage of of the client’s life. At stage three, detailed
identification, measurement and evaluation of the risks
faced will enable the facilitation of an accurate analysis of
the personal risk exposures and for the financial advisor to
make appropriate recommendations to overcome those
identified risks.
Developing a risk management plan is step four in the
risk management process. Once the evaluation of the risk
information has been completed, different techniques of
risk management that are suitable in terms of cost and
effectiveness will be selected. Subsequently, at stage five,
which is the implementation of the risk management
plan, the agreed techniques are ready for implementation
in accordance with the importance of dealing with and
mitigating the identified risks. Reviewing, monitoring and
revising the risk management plan is the last step to ensure
the risk management plan is kept up to date to meet the
possible changes in the requirements of the client over the
years. This is to ensure proper execution of risk management
enable to meet the changes in risks exposure over time.
With today’s information age, issues and updates related
to insurance products and services can be easily obtained.
Consumers are urged to perform basic research on the
insurance representative’s background, products and
services through the relevant authorities and insurance
company websites. Practising the Six Steps of Risk
Management can enable the identification and prioritisation
of the risk exposure, allocation of resources to mitigate
the risk, and identify the type of protection and coverage
required. In this way, the chances of miscommunication or
insurance fraud cases can be reduced to a large extent. As
a result, we have a sustainable and improved insurance
industry and consumers are protected.
MFPC / Vol. 2 / 2020
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Learning to Think about ‘The New Normal’
in Post Covid-19 Financial Planning
The Covid-19 war is a process, not an event.

H

ow bad is the impact of coronavirus on the world at
present? Imposing lockdown has been the effective
measure taken so far, but for how long- 8 weeks
or more? Once you start pulling back from quarantine
measures, what will life be like? What will the economy be
like? The idea that life will be back to normal any time soon
is really, really overstated. What is the ‘new normal’ going to
be like?
Assuming workplaces get fully functional with suitable
personal protective equipment and we feel comfortable
that we’re not going to get significant additional cases, you
enforce social distancing in offices, you give people more
flexibility to work from home, and everybody in regular
contact with people gets masks. You should be able to
get to that point within 3-4 months to allow you to get the
economy going again.
Yes, economically, everyone must get back to work. Society
will always eliminate educated people, but will not eliminate
people who learn or improve continuously.
‘Survival of the fittest’ is a phrase that originated from
Darwinian evolutionary theory as a way of describing the
mechanism of natural selection. The biological concept of
fitness is defined as reproductive success.
Survivors are evolving to adapt physically and mentally to
the ‘new normal’ .
During the lockdown, survivors are adapting personal
financial planning- mentally, financially and with effective
practices.
Each country will have in place long-term continuous
strategies to battle the virus, and to reduce effects on the
food supply chain and the economy. Improved personal
protective equipment will be developed. Outbreaks will
cause a shortage of food supplies in many
countries and there will be measures to
prepare for that and to strengthen the
economy.

Income recess during the lockdown
will trigger people to think about how
long a person can afford to live without
income at the different stages of life.
Thus, planning for the desired lifestyle Jason Koeh
FChFP, ChIFP, ChLP,
(Retirement Planning) will become the RFP, B. Eng (Hons)
first topic in the ‘new normal’ financial Managing Director
of MQ Consultancy
planning.
Prices of everything will increase for Sdn Bhd
2 main reasons: shortage of supply and
inflation. The supply shortages will be mainly due to the
Covid-19 lockdown which will affect the supply chain as
many factories cannot operate as pre-Covid-19. The aftereffect of the quantitative easing programmes launched
in many major countries will result in inflation. Are you
prepared for this?
There is great uncertainty about the path of the virus in
the next few months, and even more about the path of the
economy and society in the years ahead. Governments may
be at war with Covid-19 and fiscal deficits and a shutdown of
the economy may be a result of that war for quite some time.
Will it end like a normal war? That will happen gradually over
time, because the Covid-19 war is not an event; it is a process.
Zooming into personal finance, people will manage their
short-term cash flow and have a financial plan for the long
term.
The lifelines of financial planning comprise 4 states:
State 1 : Positive personal cash flow, starting
to earn first income.
State 2 : Liabilities of having a family or bank loans.
State 3 : Positive equity, assets more than liabilities.
State 4 : Accumulating long-term passive income for
desired retirement lifestyle.
If we take the Covid-19 lockdown to simulate a trial of
retirement (recess of income while in lockdown with current
equity we have now), there are questions to ask ourselves.

You will get a ‘new normal’ once we have
an effective vaccine and the technology.
This will probably be in mid 2021 rather
than later this year. How effective the
vaccine will be be will be known in another
3-6months after its discovery, according
to the experts. Although this will make us
feel society will function more effectively,
it will have taken a lot of people out of the
economy.
How have we mentally prepared
ourselves both during the pandemic and
for the post-Covid-19 war?
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Effective practices for now

Note: This is a guideline for people at different states of financial planning.
Healthcare is the first concern and finance will be the
second concern during the Covid-19 lockdown. Have you
started on what could be effective practices as a recovery
plan? Put yourself in your retirement age now and build
your personal cash flow management and balance sheet.
Personal cash flow management
1. The actual personal cash flow?
2. Surplus or deficit action plan?
Balance sheet
1. Investment into current asset vs fixed asset ratio?
2. The actual performance of your unit trust, investmentlinked fund, stocks, property (rental income)?
Once you have worked on that, you must be able to
draft the effective practices to follow. As for cash flow
management, you will clearly segmentise wants vs needs.
For the balance sheet, you know clearly you need to have all
online banking to retrieve your personal asset and liability
information in order to update the balance sheet. You are
aware of the importance of cash value and unit trust fund
performance as a very secure account to accumulate your
cash! As for EPF, private retirement schemes are accounts
that are able to help you to lock your cash for retirement.
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Yes! The majority of Malaysians do not do personal cash
flow management or balance sheet. This is just like some
who weren’t users of digital retail services and over the last
2-3 months had to get used to that, signing up with accounts
and suddenly finding it’s convenient. Many are not going to
feel comfortable jumping back into a crowded store if they
don’t absolutely have to. Not when you don’t yet have full
information on who does and does not have the disease
and who is and is not immune. If you don’t have an effective
vaccine, how many people are going to be willing to go
and watch a live sporting event or go to a crowded bar or
restaurant? These activities will not get back to ‘normal’ until
you have an effective vaccine that is distributed globally
with the technology information on individual people to
back it up. That may be in about a year and a half- if we are
lucky.
The depressed economy has changed people’s thinking
about the economy and building a ‘new normal’ in financial
planning. Start to be more cautious about household cash
management and the personal balance sheet.
Emerging markets can’t engage in social distancing
because people don’t have space. They don’t have the money
to shut down their economies fully and won’t have the
technology to ensure
identification of carriers,
asymptomatic or not.
Those economies are
going to be depressed
for
a
lot
longer.
Secondary
outbreaks
that come seasonally
are likely to be much
more significant. Travel
restrictions are going to
last a lot longer. Supply
chains and travel chains
are going to be broken
- for at least a year or a
year and a half.
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Digital Assets As Emerging Investment
Class In Islamic Finance
Introduction
digital asset is something which has a value and
can be owned but has no physical presence, but is
recorded, stored or represented in digital format.
Digital assets include knowledge (books, websites,
documents), software, data, designs, patents, art, currency.
Digital assets have become an emerging class asset that
has attracted many investors and started to penetrate the
Islamic finance space. The growth potential and expansion
of digital assets have become very prominent in Islamic
finance after the recent guidelines on digital assets issued
by the Securities Commission Malaysia on 15 January 2020,
and the Resolution of the Shariah Advisory Council of the
Securities Commission Malaysia issued on 29 June 2020 and
20 July 2020. These initiatives have provided more certainty
and clarity to the nature of digital assets and their investment
requirements from the Shariah and regulatory perspective.

conversion or redemption of the digital
token or the appreciation in the value of
the digital token;
• the person does not have day-to- Dr Ahcene Lahsasna
day control over the management of RFP & Shariah RFP
CEO of Salihin
the property, assets or business of the Shariah Advisory
arrangement; and
Sdn Bhd
• the digital token is not issued or
guaranteed by any government body or central bank.

Definition of Digital Asset
In addition to the above-mentioned feature of digital assets,
the Securities Commission Malaysia has, in its Guidelines on
Digital Assets, defined them collectively as digital currency
and digital token (SC guidelines, 2020). In the Capital Markets
and Services Act 2007 (CMSA), ‘digital currency’ means
a digital representation of value which is recorded on a
distributed digital ledger whether cryptographically-secured
or otherwise- that functions as a medium of exchange and
is interchangeable with any money, including through
the crediting or debiting of an account, whereas ‘digital
token’ means a digital representation which is recorded
on a distributed digital ledger whether cryptographicallysecured or otherwise.

In addition to the above regulatory guidance on digital
assets, the Shariah Advisory Council (SAC) of Securities
Commission Malaysia (SC) also issued a resolution that
provided guidance for investors who are seeking the digital
asset as an investment class. The resolution of the SAC of SC
is as follows:

A

The CMSA also states that digital currency and digital
token are not share or debenture of, a body corporate or
an unincorporated body; or a unit in a unit trust scheme
or prescribed investments scheme. This to provide clear
distinctive features between the different investment class
assets, because each investment class asset has its own
features and behaviour in the market.

Digital Currency and Digital Token
The CMSA has provided specific criteria for digital currency
and digital token as follows:

Resolution of the SAC of SC
Background
Digital assets as regulated under the jurisdiction of Securities
Commission Malaysia (SC) consist of digital currency and
digital tokens (digital assets). The definition and scope of
digital currency and digital token which were defined as
securities are as prescribed under the Capital Markets and
Services (Prescription of Securities) (Digital Currency and
Digital Token) Order 2019. Several issues from the Shariah
perspective in relation to digital assets were presented to
the Shariah Advisory Council of SC (SAC).

Digital currency
• is traded in a place or on a facility where offers to sell,
purchase, or exchange of, the digital currency are regularly
made or accepted;
• a person expects a return in any form from the trading,
conversion or redemption of the digital currency or the
appreciation in the value of the digital currency; and
• is not issued or guaranteed by any government body or
central banks.

Issue
Since there are digital assets which are categorised as capital
market instruments, the SAC discussed the following issues
from the Shariah perspective:
• Whether digital assets can be recognised as mal (asset)
from the Shariah perspective;
• Whether digital assets can be classified as currency or
`urudh (goods); and
• How to determine the Shariah status of a digital token.

Digital token
A digital token which represents a right or interest of a person
in any arrangement made for the purpose of, or having the
effect of, providing facilities for the person, where:
• the person receives the digital token in exchange for a
consideration;
• the consideration or contribution from the person, and the
income or returns, are pooled;
• the income or returns of the arrangement are generated
from the acquisition, holding, management or disposal of
any property or assets or business activities;
• the person expects a return in any form from the trading,

Resolution
SAC, in a series of its meetings, discussed issues in relation to
digital assets from the Shariah perspective. The discussions
on digital assets in the SAC meetings were limited to digital
assets that are regulated by the SC. The SAC had, at its 233rd
meeting held on 29 June 2020 and its 234th meeting held
on 20 July 2020, resolved the following:
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Digital Currency
Digital currency is recognised as mal from the Shariah
perspective. The SAC views digital currency from two scopes,
as follows:
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Digital currency that is based on technology without any
underlying asset
Digital currency in this form is categorised as `urudh and it
is not a currency from the Shariah perspective. Such digital
currency is not categorised as a ribawi item. Therefore, the
trading of such digital currency is not subject to the principle
of bai` al-sarf (currency exchange).

such digital token is subject to the Shariah requirements for
the trading of ribawi items. This resolution is not applicable
to any digital assets which are outside the jurisdiction of SC.
The SAC has also resolved that investment and trading of
digital assets that fulfil the above requirements, and which
are traded on Digital Asset Exchange (DAX) registered with
SC, are permissible.

Digital currency that is backed by ribawi items
(i) Digital currency that is backed by gold, silver and
currency
If a digital currency is backed by ribawi items comprising
gold, silver and currency, it is categorised as a currency from
the Shariah perspective. Hence, the trading of such digital
currency is subject to the principle of bai` al-sar.

Conclusion and Summary
From the above-mentioned relevant provisions of the
Guidelines on Digital Assets of the Securities Commission
Malaysia and CMSA 2007 of the Securities Commission
Malaysia, and the resolutions of the Shariah Advisory
Council of the Securities Commission Malaysia, we can
conclude some key points that could be regarded as
guidelines for Islamic Finance investors, which are as
follows:
• A digital asset is not regarded as a share or unit trust scheme.
• A digital asset is regarded as a Shariah-compliant
investment asset class.
• Digital currency is recognised as mal / property from the
Shariah perspective.
• Digital currency without any underlying asset is regarded
as goods (a normal digital asset).
• Digital currency without any underlying asset which
is regarded as goods is not subject to the rules of ribawi
items in the exchange including bai` al-sarf rules.
• Digital currency backed by gold, silver and currency is
regarded as a currency, hence its trading is governed by
the Shariah rules of bai` al-sarf.
• Digital currency backed by ribawi items other than gold,
silver and currency is regarded as amwal ribawiyyah (ribawi
items), where the rules of quantity and spot exchange will
be applicable.
• A digital token is regarded as mal (property) from the
Shariah perspective, where the normal Shariah rules and
standards in trade are applicable.
• For digital tokens backed by ribawi items, trading will be
governed by the Shariah rules of trading of ribawi items,
where the rules of quantity and spot exchange will be
applicable.

(ii) Digital currency that is backed by ribawi items other
than gold, silver and currency
If a digital currency is backed by ribawi items other than gold,
silver and currency, it is categorised as amwal ribawiyyah
(ribawi items). Therefore, the trading of such digital currency
is subject to the Shariah requirements of ribawi items.
Digital Token
Digital tokens are recognised as mal under the category of
`urudh from the Shariah perspective.
In determining the Shariah status of a digital token, the
following matters must be fulfilled:
• The proceeds raised from the issuance of the digital token
must be utilised for Shariah-compliant purposes.
• The rights and benefits attached to the digital token must
be Shariah-compliant.
• In the event that the utilisation of proceeds under item
(i) and the entitlement of rights and benefits under item
(ii) above are for mixed activities of Shariah-compliant and
Shariah non-compliant purposes, the existing SAC resolution
on utilisation of sukuk proceeds and the business activities
benchmarked under the Shariah screening methodology for
listed companies on Bursa Malaysia are applicable.
If a digital token is backed by ribawi items, the trading of
MFPC / Vol. 2 / 2020
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Budgeting 101 for Working Millennials

W

hile starting your first job is
exciting, many often
neglect the painful
consequences of failing
to plan, set and keep to
a budget during their
working life. To recap, most
fresh graduates and entrylevel executives have been
suffering from a decreasing
and stagnant purchasing
power over the past five
years, according to a report
on the Nasi Lemak Index by
CompareHero.my.
The figure is scary. If the lack of urgency in learning to
create, plan and keep to a budget continues, the number
of bankruptcy cases amongst millenials may rise further in
the near future. As of April 30 this year, 15% of the 429,588
clients seeking advice from Credit Counselling and Debt
Management Agency (AKPK) were aged between 20 and 30.
Interestingly, 75% of them earned below RM4,000 monthly,
and about 52% did not know how to manage their finances.
The good news is the power of change is in your hands.

internet
subscriptions
and
purchase
of
mainstream
newspapers. So make sure you
keep those receipts!
2. COMPARE EVERYTHING
Regardless of what you budget for, always do
your homework by comparing different brands,
providers and prices. This way, you will be able
to make better informed decisions that suit your
needs and finances. For example, our Prime
Minister and Minister of Finance, YAB Dato’ Sri
Mohd Najib Tun Haji Abdul Razak, announced
in Budget 2017 that broadband speed would be
doubled starting from 2018 at the same price. So, if you’re
shopping around for broadband internet subscriptions, do
remember that whatever speed you are paying for will be
doubled soon, but with the price staying the same!
Similarly when it comes to investing, remember to shop
around before making your investment decision! In the
process of making comparisons, be aware of and consider all
related fees such as management fees, exit fees, brokerage
fees, clearing fees.

By creating a budget to manage your personal income,
expenses, debts, and other money-related matters, you can
then monitor and balance it by making the appropriate
changes as time goes by. So, what are you waiting for? Here
are five simple steps for Budgeting 101:

1. BREAK DOWN YOUR BUDGET ACCORDING TO
PRIORITIES
Make a habit of breaking down your expenses with
the 50:30:20 rule, 50 for essential expenses, 30 for
financial needs, and 20 for lifestyle choices. Essential
expenses include your food, transportation, rent,
utilities, and insurance. Financial needs comprise
of savings (including retirement), debts, and
investments. Lifestyle spending on your clothing,
entertainment, food and the like is always the most
rewarding but causes most people to end up in
financial muddles due to impulse spending and
lack of control.
Also, the recently announced Budget 2017
entitles you to RM2,500 tax exemption for
purchase of reading materials, computer
and sports equipment, combined as lifestyle
tax relief. This also includes gym memberships,
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3. AVOID THE DEBT TRAP!
As a first-timer in the working world, you may or may not
sign up for a credit card. And if you do, spending with your
first credit card is indeed exciting. But sometimes, you may
lose track of your expenditure and before you know it, you
are knee deep in debt! Remember, think before
swiping. Always consider your ability to repay
debts before purchasing anything, especially
products that are expensively priced and allow
you to pay in installments
When it comes to the convenience of
installment plans, the general rule is
that if you need to pay something
in installments, you
probably
can’t
afford it. It is
important
to
stay alert of your
spending and avoid
falling into the debt
trap!
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MFPC Events
Insurance - Delivering in a Moment that Really Matters | 21 May 2020
Our webinar on Insurance Delivering in a Moment that Really
Matters during the Movement Control Order period was
moderated by Kolandasamy Savarimuthu. The panellists
were Dato Javern Lim, Founder and Group Managing Director
of VKA Financial Group and Ragunath Joe Murthy, Chief

Distributor and Marketing Officer of MCIS Life Insurance. The
webinar addressed the fallout from the Covid-19 outbreak
which has included a surge in health, travel and business
interruption claims, pressure on sales from reduced business
activity, and less use of face-to-face channels.

Investment Strategy in Malaysia during Movement Control Order | 20 June 2020
This free webinar conducted in Mandarin attracted over 300
participants. The webinar focussed on investors’ decisions
based on goals, risk tolerance, and future needs for capital
during the Covid-19 pandemic. Dr Tan Chuan Hong, the
Chairman of MFPC Penang Chapter was the moderator.
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Our 3 invited panellists were Shawn Ho, Portfolio Manager
of Principal Asset Management (S) Pte Ltd; Steve Lim,
Chief Learning Officer of Affin Hwang Asset Management
and Billy Hii, Managing Director of Bill Morrisons Wealth
Management Sdn Bhd.
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Fundamental Analysis: Using Financial Ratios To Analyse Stocks | 19 June 2020
At this webinar session, participants were introduced to
the method of measuring the intrinsic value of a security
intrinsic by weighing in the related economic and financial
factors through fundamental analysis. During the second
part of the webinar on the same day, participants were
taught how to use financial ratios to analyse stocks, taking

data on corporate financial statements to make inferences
about a company’s value and prospects. The speaker for this
session was Jack Lin who is a Registered Financial Planner
(RFP) and Shariah RFP with over 20 years of experience
in the banking and finance industries, mainly in wealth
management planning.

Malaysian Property Tax & Income from Property | 24 June 2020
The speaker for this webinar was Dr Tan Thai Soon who is a
management and tax consultant. He is also the managing
director of TST Consulting Group. This webinar covered
many aspects of Malaysian tax law, regulations and public
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rulings. The webinar also identified the transactions resulting
from capital gains or revenue gains and determined the
treatments for rental income from real property as business
source or non-business source.
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Non-Sales Approach to Close 50% of Insurance Cases | 16 June 2020
This webinar introduced the participants to the consultative
or need-based selling approach where they identify their
customer’s needs and use them as the basis for a sales approach.
It takes the hard edge out of product selling, and they can
customize the product to meet their clients’ needs. The speaker

for this webinar was Goo Kah Thart who is a financial planner
and specializes in the area of contingency plans. He has been
on multiple speaking platforms including the international
platform TedX, which was featured on YouTube under the title
“Human Values, in the Absence of Money”.

Conventional Policy and Takaful Contract – The Legality, the Differences and
the Application | 2 July 2020
This 3 1/2 hour webinar was led by Helen Foo May Ying who
has over 20 years’ experience in the financial planning industry
and holds the RFP and Shariah RFP qualifications. She spoke
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on the differences between conventional policies and Takaful
contracts, the effects of nomination in a conventional policy for
a Muslim and how a conditional hibah will affect a non-Muslim.
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7th MFPC Conference on Islamic Wealth Management
and Financial Planning | 5 Aug 2020
The Malaysian Financial Planning Council (MFPC)
organized an online session of the 7th MFPC Conference
on Islamic Wealth Management and Financial Planning on
5 August.
The three-hour conference with the theme Driving
Sustainable & Responsible Investment focused on the
upward trend towards Socially Responsible Investment
(SRI). The natural progression of the sukuk market, the
growing awareness of investors toward ethically and
socially responsible investment and the stricter capital
requirements for bank finance infrastructural projects
were the key reasons MFPC chose this particular theme.
Further, the Malaysian market is considered the largest SRI
market in Asia and is the world’s second largest Islamic
fund market with about 29% worth US$56bil of global
assets, according a report in The Star newspaper in 2018.
The conference provided a platform to promote
Islamic Wealth Management and Financial Planning and
to disseminate a better understanding of the current
market situation, especially with regard to Shariahcompliant investments. The conference also provided an
excellent platform for participants to exchange different
experiences, and gain new perspectives and insights into
the prospects of the industry.
This event started with a welcoming address by MFPC
President Vincent Kwo who highlighted that by organising
this event, MFPC hoped to increase the market-based
instruments linked to green, social or sustainable goals
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and attract investors’ interest and gain huge potential for
the SRI segment in Malaysia.
During the keynote address, Datuk Syed Zaid Albar,
Chairman of Securities Commission Malaysia,stated, “SC
has developed the SRI Roadmap for the Malaysian capital
market to incorporate the sustainability not just in the way
that companies operate, but also in advisory services, and
to help financial planners like you provide proper advice to
clients on their SRI investment selection.” This underscores
the SC’s role in facilitating a regulatory framework which
will ensure the growth and success of these socially
responsible investments.
The speakers included Dr Syed Adam Alhabshi, Partner
at Shook Lin & Bok; Aidi Izham, Chief Executive of Raiz
Malaysia; and Ahmad Al Izham Bin Izadin, Manager at
Bond and Sukuk Information Exchange (BIX Malaysia).
Sani Ayob, Chairman, MFPC Shariah Financial Planning
and Development Committee acted as the moderator
at the roundtable session. The three panellists were Dr
Noor Suhaida Kasri, Head of Islamic Capital Market Unit,
International Shari’ah Research Academy for Islamic
Finance (ISRA); Dr Ahcene Lahsasna, CEO of SALIHIN
Shariah Advisory; and Ibrahim Sani, Lead Business Editor
& Executive Producer of Astro AWANI. The topic discussed
was ‘Why Investors are Increasingly Attracted to SRIs’
, giving participants an insight into the sustainable,
responsible and ethical investment options and how to
meet the aims of interested investors.
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MFPC Activities
MFPC - IIUM Online Workshop |
22 May 2020

MFPC - UUM Online Workshop |
9 June 2020

Shariah RFP Capstone (EPF Batch 4&5)
| 29 June 2020

Shariah RFP Capstone (EPF Batch 6) |
6 July 2020

Shariah RFP Capstone Module 7
(Sept 2020 Intake) | 7 July 2020

MFPC - Standard Chartered Bank Retirement Planning Certification | 9 July 2020

MFPC RFP Classes (online) | 13 July 2020 Shariah RFP EPF | 17 July 2020
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EPF Shariah RFP Capstone Programme
eTutorial, | 17 July 2020

Professional Estate Planning Adviser
Programme (PEPAP) Batch 2 - Day 1
Tuan Haji Rafie Bin Omar | 20 July 2020

USIM Online Workshop | 22 July 2020

PEPAP Day 3 Practical Case Study with
MU Advisory | 24 July 2020

Shariah RFP Class@ELC | 25 July 2020

UMS Online Workshop | 27 July 2020

MPPP Batch 5 | 11 August 2020

MPPP Batch 2 (AFA Penang) |
12 August 2020
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The Importance of Financial Stability

T

he financial system plays a critical role in the economy.
It enables the financial intermediation process
which facilitates the flow of funds between savers
and borrowers, thus ensuring that financial resources are
allocated efficiently towards promoting economic growth
and development.
Financial stability describes the condition where the
financial intermediation process functions smoothly
and there is confidence in the operation of key financial
institutions and markets within the economy.
Financial instability and its effects on the economy can be
very costly due to its contagion or spillover effects to other
parts of the economy. Indeed, it may lead to a financial crisis
with adverse consequences for the economy. Hence, it is
fundamental to have a sound, stable and healthy financial
system to support the efficient allocation of resources and
distribution of risks across the economy.
One of the main objectives of central banks is to
promote and maintain monetary and financial stability as
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it contributes to a
healthy economy
and sustainable
growth.
Bank
Negara Malaysia discharges the responsibility for promoting a
sound and efficient Malaysian financial system by preserving
the soundness of financial institutions and the robustness of
the financial infrastructure to withstand adverse economic
cycles and shocks, thereby preventing inordinate disruptions
to the intermediation process and maintaining confidence
in the financial system. This is primarily achieved through
the regulation and supervision of the licensed financial
institutions, by ensuring the continued reliability of major
payment and settlement systems, and actively contributing
to the development of efficient financial markets.
The Bank also remains vigilant to new emerging trends
and challenges to the Malaysian financial system which
could undermine financial stability by devoting significant
resources towards instituting robust surveillance processes
which aim to identify vulnerabilities and support preemptive actions to prevent systemic disturbances.
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financial 1st

Best Student

En Mohmad Fadzali Bin Mat Piah

S

orry for our belated congratulations on
your getting the Best Student Award in
2017 for the Shariah RFP programme.
Please share with us what motivated you to
achieve this success.
Thank you. There is no doubt that to achieve
success is not easy. It takes a lot of time and many
sacrifices need to made. In my case, the support of
my beloved family, my employer and colleagues
helped a lot to inject enthusiasm and for me to stay
motivated to achieve this success.
We are certain you worked very hard to to achieve
this. How did you balance your time between
work, personal commitments and studies?
Yes, working in a large organization, having
a family and studying definitely requires
commitment, sacrifice and effective use of time.
In addition to my giving priority to my studies, the
support and patience of family members were
very helpful in terms of time management. And of
course for a certain period, I needed to forgo some
social activities and reduce sleep time in order to
increase productive time for study.
What does success mean to you?
Success for me is achieving what we desire to the best
of our ability, and feeling satisfied while enjoying our
achievement.
What has been your proudest moment?
Family is important to me, so my proudest moment in
the context of this award was when my son saw me
receive the best student award. I hope my success
will motivate him to do his best in whatever he sets
out to do.
Do you have a personal
philosophy? If so, please
tell us what it is.
When
you
do
something, don’t try
your best but do your
best.
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What are your words of encouragement to our current
and future members who wish to achieve success like
you did?
I believe that this is not just about certification.
It is about the knowledge gained and
how it can be utilized to benefit the
community. Acknowledge that
the level of financial literacy in
Malaysia still low. We still have a
long journey and more work needs to be
done. Knowledge gained today needs to
be further developed from time to time.
Success will surely be achieved if we have
the good intention to seek knowledge
for benefit of the community and we work
hard to the best of our ability.
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Official platform :

In v est

2

Pr o g r es s
Zon Selatan

22 August 2020

Sempena Pelancaran Seluruh Malaysia

Zon Utara

12 September 2020
Zon Tengah

19 September 2020

Zon Selatan - Johor Darul Takzim, Negeri Sembilan & Melaka
Zon Utara - Perak, Pulau Pinang, Kedah dan Perlis
Zon Tengah - Kuala Lumpur dan Putrajaya
Zon Pantai Timur - Pahang, Terengganu dan Kelantan
Zon Sabah dan Sarawak
Zon Tengah (Sesi Terakhir) - Selangor

MASUK
PERCUMA

8.00 am
8.45 am

Zon Pantai Timur

26 September 2020
Sabah dan Sarawak

10 October 2020
Selangor

21 November 2020

Sila layari laman web :
https://www.gokelas.com/course/mymoney

PENDAFTARAN DAN LOG MASUK
PENCERAMAH DARI MFPC :
TUAN HJ RAFIE BIN OMAR

11.05 am

PENCERAMAH FIMM :
EN. SHAHRUL NIZAM ZAINOL
MASA DEPAN

9.25 am

PENCERAMAH AKPK :
PN.NIRMALA SUPRAMANIAM

12.00 pm

MALAYSIA & INISIATIF INVESTSMART
12.30 pm

9.55 am

PENCERAMAH SECURITIES COMMISSION :
EN. ROHAIMI MOHAMAD

PENCERAMAH CGS – CIMB :
EN.ABDUL HAFIZ OMAR

PENCERAMAH LEMBAGA HASIL DALAM
NEGERI (LHDN) :
EN.AHMAD NAJIB BIN AHMAD KAMIL
BERSAMA

10.35 am

PENCERAMAH BURSA MALAYSIA – i :
CIK NOORSURIANI MUHAMED

1.00pm

SESI TAMAT

IN SUPPORT OF

DAFTAR & MASUK PERCUMA

Sila layari laman web untuk pendaftaran

https://mfpc.org.my/education/mymoneyme

